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Weather Considerations 

Runway operations should not be undertaken before the ground is frozen or if the snow is slushy.  

If there is no frost in the ground, the truck will chew up the soft turf with its chains and the plow 

blades will dig in and turn up chunks of earth and grass.  Severe ruts are easily formed in slushy 

snow and subsequent cold weather will preserve those ruts for the rest of the winter season.  

Similarly, it is preferable to avoid driving on taxiways during warm weather but, if necessary, 

damage can be mitigated by driving as far off the taxi line as possible, i.e. on the edge furthest 

from the hangars. 

 

Consider the 7-day forecast when planning plow operations.  Clearing operations cost fuel and 

manpower so it makes little sense to clear just before a substantial snowfall.  Similarly, the 

frequency of operations are dictated by the quality of the precipitation; clearing may not be 

required for 2" of powder snow that falls on a cold day, and may be especially pointless if a 

strong wind will re-distribute the snow back onto the runways.  Whereas a 1/2" of heavy, wet 

snow may close the airport.  It is impossible to foresee every weather situation so use that least 

common of the senses, and seek input from several club members, when considering to clear or 

not to clear. 

 

Use the screen and roller to establish a smooth firm base at the start of the season.  The truck is 

used thereafter with occasional screening.  Plow wide to begin the season (to the runway lights) 

which will leave space for the snow to be plowed to as the season progresses.  The tractor 

is used for screening and roller operations; the screen in front and the roller afterwards if using 

both.  The front of screen should be 4-6 inches high to prevent it from digging in.  After the base 

is set, just use the screen for subsequent passes (or back-drag the blade of the tractor).  Ideally 

most of the snow is removed in the spring to help dry out the runway. 

 

Whether you clear the runway or not, conditions can be updated on the club web site at: 

http://stirlingairport.ca/home/notices/  Contact the club webmaster with any significant changes 

in conditions whether from snowfall or clearing operations. 

 

Plow Etiquette  

While we each have our own preferences, you must plow the snow in a manner that best serves 

the needs of the club and all its members. For example, it would not be acceptable to plow the 

runway and only the taxiway from your hangar to the runway, while clearing none of the other 

surfaces on the airfield. Similarly, do not clear the snow from your hangar area by plowing it in 

front of another member's hangar thereby denying them the opportunity to fly.  Think of the club 

as a whole when you plow and again, its always a good idea to reach out to other club members 

to reach a consensus on appropriate operations. 

 

 

 

 



Before starting the truck 

 

1.  Ensure that the truck has been plugged in. 

If the weather has been cold enough that it has snowed, then the truck’s block heater should have 

been plugged in the night prior.  Diesels are difficult to start when cold and it is easy to burn out 

a starter if you try to start a very cold diesel.  The block heater cord is located on the right-hand 

side of the grill.  If the truck has not been plugged in and the temperature is below -5C, plug the 

block heater in and do not try to start the truck until it has been plugged in and heating for at 

least one hour.  Block heater operation should be confirmed by listening for the faint hiss that 

will come from under the hood a few seconds after plugging in the heater (the other end of the 

cord may be unplugged). 

  

2.  Complete a walk around of the truck. 

Like aircraft, plow trucks are used in a harsh environment and they often sit for extended periods 

between uses.  Items requiring particular attention during your walk around are tire condition and 

inflation, tire chain security, plow security, hydraulic hose condition and security, obstructions 

around the plow and the general condition of the truck.  The brake system incorporates two air 

tanks.  These tanks may accumulate moisture that can freeze and prevent the brakes from 

working correctly so, during your walk around, drain a quantity of air from the tanks by turning 

the small valves installed in the rear end of the tanks.  If you observe moisture being vented with 

the air, continue venting air until the moisture is no longer apparent.  If this happens repeatedly, 

the tanks must be drained more often to eliminate moisture.  Ensure that the tank drain valve is 

closed when venting is completed. 

 

3.  Ensure that there is sufficient fuel in the fuel tank. 

There is only one fuel tank and it is located directly underneath the driver’s door.  It is very 

important that you do not run the truck out of fuel.  Running a gasoline engine out of fuel is not a 

good idea but running a diesel out of fuel is much worse.  If the diesel runs out of fuel, air will be 

drawn into the lines and fed to the injectors.  Once air is in the fuel system, the entire system 

must be bled to re-fill it with fuel before the engine will start.  This is not something you want to 

have to do!  The fuel level may be easily checked by removing the fuel tank cap and observing 

the level in the tank.   

 

4.  Check the Engine oil. 

The engine dipstick can be accessed by opening the small hatch on the ride-hand side of the 

hood.  The oil level should be maintained at or just above the full line. 

 

5.  Check the Hydraulic fluid level. 

The hydraulic fluid reservoir is found behind the cab of the truck.  The level should be checked 

before every use.  If the level is too low, system damage may ensue, hydraulic utilities will not 

work properly and air may be introduced into the system. 

 

Starting the truck 

 

If you have not operated the truck before, it would be wise to take a few moments to acquaint 

yourself with the location of controls within the cab.  You will be required to operate different 



controls located on the dash in front of you, on the Hydraulic Control Pedestal mounted on the 

floor in the centre of the cab and on the floor to the right of the driver’s seat.  Controls are shown 

in the pictures below; normally only the Plow Up/Down, Wing Cable and Wing Front controls 

are used.  The truck shall be operated by two members; one driving, the other operating the plow 

controls. 

 

 
Left side of dash with ignition and start button at bottom left and Park Brake Control at top left. 

 

 
 

1.Plow Up/Down 2.Plow Left/Right 3.Wing Front Up/Down 4. Wing Cable 5.Wing Rear 

Up/Down 6.Wing Out.  Levers 2, 5 and 6 are not normally used. 
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PTO control and Dump Box Control 

 

 
Driver’s seat air control 
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Hydraulic Control Pedestal switches 

 

To start the truck, ensure that the parking brake is set (Yellow knob on the dash is out) and that 

the PTO Control is disengaged (Red knob on the floor beside the driver’s seat is in the forward 

“OUT” position).  Insert the key into the ignition and turn the key to the right.  The truck will not 

start as there is no “Start” position on the ignition but a red “BRAKE” light will illuminate on the 

dash and a loud buzzer will sound in the cab.  These are warnings that your air pressure is too 

low for the brakes to operate and they will stop once the compressor builds air pressure to 

approximately 60 psi.  Push the black “Engine Start” button above the ignition key to engage the 

starter.  The engine will start in a normal fashion. 

 

Tarp control - Not used 

Plow Harness Lights 

Sander Light 

Rear Wing Light 

Blue Flashing Beacon 



If the truck has not been run for a while, it is likely the air pressure will have leaked to below the 

minimum 60psi.  In this case, it will be necessary to let the pressure build, while the engine 

warms up,  before  doing anything else.  The buzzer will continue to sound until the air pressure 

rises to approximately 60 psi, at which point the buzzer will stop and the red “BRAKE” light will 

extinguish.  You must now shut the truck off by turning the ignition key to the left, move the 

PTO Control on the floor beside the driver’s seat to the rear “IN” position and then re-start the 

engine.  This procedure must be followed because the PTO engages with air pressure, so it will 

not engage during the first engine start when air pressure is low.  If the PTO is left in the “IN” 

position, it will attempt to engage as air pressure builds.  It cannot engage while the gears are 

turning so you will hear a grinding sound and you will have no hydraulic services.  If this 

happens, shut the engine off, engage the PTO and then restart. 

 

When you are ready to move the truck, ensure that the Differential Shift Control on the gear shift 

leaver is in the up position to select “Low” gearing.  Raise the blade off the ground with the 

Hydraulic Control Pedestal control lever, depress the brake pedal and push the yellow Parking 

Brake Control knob in to release the Parking Brake.  The truck can now be operated in the 

normal fashion for a standard shift truck. 

 

How to drive the plow truck. 

Our plow truck is a 1994 Ford L8000 with an 8.3 Litre Cummins diesel engine.  The truck has a 

5-speed standard transmission with a two-speed rear axle and air brakes.  Operation of the truck 

is straight forward if you are used to driving a standard shift vehicle and are familiar with diesel 

engines.  The truck may be fitted with either a One-Way plow or a Two-Way plow and it has a 

Wing Blade on the right-hand side.  The main plow blades are Frink Quick-Disconnect units and 

can be changed in approximately 10 minutes without any tools.  The Wing Blade is permanently 

affixed to the truck. 

 

Using the plow 

The plow works in a conventional fashion and all plow controls are mounted on the Hydraulic 

Control Pedestal mounted in the centre of the cab.  The 6 control levers are not  marked but their 

functions are labelled in the picture included in this manual.  The One-Way plow will move 

heavy snow but it can only push snow to the right.  The Two-Way plow is smaller than the One-

Way plow and it will not move heavy snow as well as the One-Way but it will move snow to the 

left as well as to the right.  The Two-Way plow can also be used to “Back-drag” limited amounts 

of snow from confined areas.  The One-Way plow is equipped with shoes that have been set to 

allow the plow to ride approximately 1” above the ground in order to reduce damage caused to 

the field during plowing.  The Two-Way Plow and the Wing Blade are not equipped with shoes 

but the Wing Blade’s rear chain is set to prevent the blade from touching the ground. 

 

To work properly, the plow needs to be loaded with the right amount of snow to help keep it 

down.  The weight of the snow being pushed helps keep the blade down.  Conversely, if the plow 

is driven over a large bank, the bank will lift up on the blade and the blade becomes an anchor.  

If the snow is deep enough, the wing plow may need to be raised after a few passes as the truck 

may not have enough power to move the snow.   

 



If the truck becomes stuck, lifting the box may help gain traction by shifting more weight over 

the rear wheels, but do not operate at speed with the box up.  It is also necessary to think ahead 

as to where you will be turning and where you plan to push the snow into banks. 

 

Once you are done plowing, back the truck into its' spot and place some wood underneath the 

blade to prevent it from freezing down. Leave the heater extension cord near, but not plugged 

into, the heater cord. Leave the box up so it will drain.  Make a note of any issues or 

unservicabilities that you may have encountered with the truck and refuel it as necessary with 

diesel fuel 

 

Lights 

On the left side of the dashboard, you will find a vertical toggle switch that controls the headlight 

selection.  The truck has conventional headlights mounted in the front fenders of the vehicle but 

is also equipped with high-mounted headlights on the plow-harness.  The Headlight Selection 

switch routes power to either the normal headlights or the harness-mounted units depending on 

the location of the switch.  As the truck will normally only be operated with a plow installed, the 

switch should normally be in the upper position. 

 

 
Left side of dashboard 

 

 

Headlight 

Selector 



On the right side of the dashboard, you will find 4 switches.  The Clearance Lights are “OFF” 

when the switch is in the bottom position, “ON” in the middle position and “BLINK” when the 

switch is moved to the upper position.  The switch is spring-loaded to the middle position and 

will not remain in the “BLINK” position.   

 

 
Right side of dashboard 

 

Two-speed Rear Axle 

The truck is equipped with a two-speed rear axle which effectively makes the 5-speed gearbox a 

10-speed unit.  The axle is controlled using the Differential Shift Control on the gearshift lever.  

The unit is in Low-speed when the control is UP and in High-speed when the control is DOWN.  

The selector may be thought of as a separate 2-speed gearbox and is shifted in the same manner 

as the normal gearbox.  To shift the unit from Low-speed to High-speed or from High-speed to 

Low-speed, depress the clutch while releasing the accelerator, move the control in the direction 

of the desired shift, slowly release the clutch (in order to give the unit time to complete the shift) 

and then re-apply accelerator as required.   

 

The axle may be shifted at the same time you are shifting the main gearbox but, if you do shift 

both at the same time, the unit must be in High-speed as the transmission transits through the 

neutral position.  It takes a bit of time to become familiar with the shift technique but the axle 

may be left in either Low-speed or High-speed range if the full range of gearing is not required.  

The Shift Control is air-operated and will not operate until air pressure is available.  A summary 

of transmission/rear axle operation can be found on the driver's sun visor. 
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Gearshift lever and Differential Shift Control 

 

Changing Plow Setup/Blades 

Changes to the plow setup should not normally be required, the same setting should be good for 

all conditions unless something has broken or someone has changed it.  If changes are required, 

seek guidance from an experienced operator before attempting adjustment. 

 

The main blades may be quickly changed by driving the truck plow-first into a location where 

the spare blade may be stored until needed.   In order to change the blades: 

 

1.  Lower the plow until it rests on the ground. 

 

2.  Disconnect the blade raising chain/cable assembly. 

 

3.  Lower the jack that is attached to the harness to take the weight of the harness off the harness 

attachment points. 

 

4.  Remove the harness–retaining wedges from the attachment points. 

 

5.  If the Two-Way plow is being removed, disconnect the hydraulic hoses and link them 

together. 

 

6.  Slowly back the truck away from the blade.  The harness mount will easily detach from the 

attachment points. 

 

Differential 

Shift Control 



7.  Move the truck to the location of the blade being installed and slowly approach the blade to 

line the harness attachment points up to the harness mounts.  The height of the blade harness may 

be adjusted with the jack to match the height of the harness attachment points. 

 

8.  When the harness mounts are seated in the harness attachment points, re-insert the harness-

retaining wedges into the attachment points.  (See note below.) 

 

9.  Reconnect the blade raising chain/cable assembly. 

 

10. If the Two-Way plow is being installed, reconnect the hydraulic lines. 

 

Note:  If difficulty is experienced when inserting the harness mounts in the harness attachment 

points, attach the blade lifting chain/cable assembly and raise the blade slightly.  The tension on 

the raising mechanism will tend to pull the blade towards the truck and seat the harness mounts 

into the harness attachment points.  The harness-retaining wedges may then be inserted into the 

harness attachment points. 

 

Ski Runway 

In the past, the club has plowed a separate ski runway parallel to, and just to the north, of the 

main runway.  The ski runway was a packed snow surface which allowed the main runway to be 

cleared down to the asphalt for wheeled aircraft.  As most member aircraft have wheel-skis and 

because there are several disadvantages to having a separate ski runway, usually only the main 

runway is maintained in the winter.  Maintaining two runways is labour-intensive for a force of 

volunteers and clearing the main runway to the asphalt increases wear and tear on this surface.  

Generally, the preferable approach is to develop a shallow, packed, snow surface on the main 

runway that can be utilized by straight skis or wheeled aircraft. 

 

Past ski runways ran from the taxiway at the far East of the airport, to the taxiway directly abeam 

the Western end of the hangar line.  For winter operations, there is no taxiway abeam the fuel 

pumps. The ski runway is to be left snow-covered and the banks must be low enough at each end 

to permit a ski aircraft to taxi onto or off of the runway surface without difficulty.  Tall banks 

along the sides pose a serious hazard to ski aircraft. Tall banks must be "Winged" down to permit 

safe clearance for aircraft.  Similarly, the owner of the crossing runway wishes to maintain it 

himself as he prefers it to be completely bare. Do not leave a large bank across this runway as he 

does not have equipment heavy enough to clear a large bank.  The main runway may be cleared 

of all snow in order to permit operations by wheeled aircraft but sufficient snow cover must be 

left on the remainder of the airport surfaces to permit taxiing by ski-equipped aircraft. This 

includes the area in front of the fuel pumps.  The ski runway should not pose a hazard to aircraft 

operating on the main runway and snow cleared from the main runway should not pose a hazard 

to aircraft operating on the ski runway. 


